TYPO3 Repository SSO Plugin

Screens
TYPO3 Installation – add new moodle connection
TYPO3 Installation – Create a Moodle instance record

Edit LMS3 Sitemap - Moodle instance "yourdomain.de" on page "Moodle Instance"

- **Hostname**: `yourdomain.de`
- **Encryption hash key**: `Ki06-88235`
- **URL**: `https://yourdomain.de/mod/typerepo/save.php`

Which part of the TYPO3 page tree Moodle Editor will be allowed to embed.

Moodle Installation URL
Hash Key
URL to save TYPO3 Ressource
TYPO3 Installation – Create a Moodle sitemap

The sitemap is shown while adding a TYPO3 activity to Moodle.

In TYPO3 the sitemap needs to know to which Moodle instance to connect and where the record with the credentials is stored.
Moodle Plugin settings

Typo3 Repository

Typo3 repository display settings

Width
- Typo3 / width
- 1200
- Standard: 1000

Height
- Typo3 / height
- 768
- Standard: 500

Scrolling
- Typo3 / scrolling
- auto
- Standard: auto

Typo3 repository integration settings

Typo3 repository url
- Typo3 / url
- Standard: Leer

Typo3 page base url
- Typo3 / page

Integration secret
- Typo3 / secret
- Secret hash key
- Standard: Leer

Secret phrase for integration encryption token generation.

Dimension of new window

Page with TYPO3 Moodle Sitemap.
Moodle: add the activity
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2. 
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Moodle with TYPO3 ressource